Einladung zum Vortrag

“Binomials in English”

Ramon Marti Solano
(Université de Limoges)

I will give a general view of research on binomials in English and talk briefly about binomials in other languages. I will focus on a special type of binomials in English, that is on binomials where we can find any sort of repetition, either phonetic in the form of assonance, alliteration or rhyme (cakes and ale), or semantic in the form or synonyms or near-synonyms (hustle and bustle). I’ll present a classification of binomials based on these criteria.
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Einladung zum Vortrag

“Phraseological Patterns and Productivity in English”

Ramon Marti Solano
(Université de Limoges)

I will be talking about the phraseological pattern on + the + N (on the make, on the slide, on the run, on the ropes, on the rise, etc.). I will present and develop a semantic classification (six groups according to the semantics of the nominal slot-filler) and I will explain why the syntactic pattern and the syntagmatic relation between the grammatical and the content words carry meaning.
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